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Abstract
The SocRob project was born as a challenge for multidisciplinary research on broad and generic approaches
for the design of a cooperating society of robots, involving Control, Robotics and Arti cial Intelligence
researchers. In this paper we introduce some of the
hardware options already taken by the group in the
design of a robotic soccer team, chosen as our rst
case study. Each robot of the population is endowed
with several sensors. The most important of them is
vision. The others are linked to the main processing
unit (a Pentium motherboard) by an i2c bus. Conceptual issues regarding the functional architecture
of the team are also discussed. We propose a 3-level
architecture, consisting of a set of context-switchable
behaviors, each of them resulting of the composition
of low-level task primitives.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems have become very popular in recent years, especially as a research area in Distributed
Arti cial Intelligence (DAI) [12]. Simultaneously,
several robotic systems based on a eet of robots have
been developed, as an alternative to single-robot systems common in the past [16]. Therefore, it seems
that a promising research direction will result from
joint work between researchers interested in DAI and
Intelligent Robotics.
The Arti cial Intelligence and Manufacturing Systems and the Intelligent Control laboratories of the
Instituto de Sistemas e Robotica at the Instituto Superior Tecnico (ISR/IST) have started one year ago
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Figure 1: Two of ISocRob Team members.
tional, hardware and software architectures to support intelligent autonomous behavior and evaluate
performance of a group of real cooperative robots,
either as a society and as individuals. The robots are
developed from scratch, so that both conceptual and
implementation issues are considered. It is assumed
that each robot of the population is fully autonomous,
i.e., even though its behavior is conditioned by the
goals of the collective, there is physical autonomy and
no on-line centralised planner or controller is used.
Special attention is taken to cooperation-oriented
communication issues, such as the type of information that must be shared and how to distribute that
information. This work relies on past experience of
both groups regarding topics relevant to robot development [3] and DAI [13].
A case study on Robotic Soccer involving a team
of 3 robots (the ISocRob Team), two of which are
shown in Figure 1, is currently underway. At the time
this paper is being written, the team is preparing to
compete at the World Cup of Robotic Soccer, the
RoboCup98, to be held in Paris, France.
This technical report is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 describe the details of each robot
Hardware and Software Architectures, respectively.

The Functional Architecture, presented in Section 4,
wraps up the whole picture, relating conceptual issues to the two physical architectures explained in
the previous sections. Section 5 presents preliminary
results and conclusions of the work done so far.

2 Hardware Architecture

To interact with the real world, a mobile robot must
have the ability to sense the environment, process
that information and then actuate on the world. Each
robot hardware is divided in four main blocks: sensors; main processing unit; actuators and communications. In this section, the global hardware architecture is detailed and each module is presented. Currently, from the hardware architecture standpoint,
the population is composed of homogeneous mobile
robots. Figure 2 depicts a block diagram of the hardware architecture.
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Figure 2: Hardware Architecture.

2.1 The Processing Unit

Each robot has an on-board PC motherboard, a network adaptor, a video adaptor, a motor control board
and interface boards with the sensors. The main processor is an AMD K6, running at 200MHz. The system has 16Mb of RAM and a 1.2Gb hard drive.
The PC motherboard was chosen because it gives
the best performance/price rate. Another major advantage is the ease of getting software and hardware
to work with.

2.2 Sensorial Systems

The sensors of each robot are divided in two main
groups:
 vision sensors: virtual sensors which extract
information from the images acquired by a video

camera and its interface board. One physical
transducer (the video camera) leads to many
(virtual) sensors.

 pose, bumping, bottom, proximity, power
and sound sensors, each of them physically

associated to one transducer.
All transducers but the video camera interface the
processing unit through an i2c bus. From the sensors side, this interface is implemented on PIC microcontrollers, used to gather and process sensor data.
This is intended to improve system modularity, simplicity and robustness. Data is provided to the central
processing unit noiseless and in a convenient format
to be used by the primitives. Each sensor has a unique
i2c identi cation.
The details of the di erent sensors/transducers are
described in the sequel, with the exception of the
sound and power sensors, due to their speci city [7].
Those sensors detect a whistle blow (e.g., to start the
game) and power failures, respectively.
Video Camera | The video camera is a Phillips
XC731/340 interfacing the motherboard through
a PCI Captivator board. This combination allows the acquisition of 640480 images at a
frame-rate of 50 interlaced frames per second.
Image is used for several purposes, namely, to
identify and/or follow/catch the team mates, the
opponents, the ball and the goals. The digital camera interfaces with the processing units
through the PCI bus interface.
Pose Sensor | Depending on the type of application involved, each robot of the society may need
to regularly update its current pose with respect
to a reference frame (e.g., located in the eld center). This is especially important regarding the
cooperation between the team members, so that
each robot can tell the others where it is. This
may be accomplished based on the triangulation
principle: from the measurement of the angles
between the robot longitudinal axis and the direction of maximum signal reception from infrared (IR) beacons whose location in the reference
frame is known, the robot is able to compute its
pose relative to that frame.
The IR beacons are active, each emitting a signal of unique frequency, modulating a 40kHz carrier in amplitude. Each beacon frequency is set
in a local micro-controller, to simplify maintenance and modi cation. Three beacons must be

sensors. In some applications, it is important to
know if there is oor under the robot and, if so,
its color, notably distinguising black from white
(digital signals could be used in this case). In the
soccer application this information may help the
robot to obtain its gross localization, by checking
the crossings of the eld main lines.
The bottom sensors are deployed as shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 3: On the left, some possible beacon locations
for triangulation, and on the right, the micro-switch
sensor (bumpers) placement around the robots.
simultaneously visible at any location, so that
the vehicle can locate itself. Possible locations
regarding the RoboCup challenge are shown in
Figure 3. The receiver block corresponds to a rotating IR receiver (SHARP GPU158Y decoder),
placed at the same height of the emitters, on the
top of each robot.
When the triangulation algorithm nishes its
loop execution, the micro-controller has two vectors in memory, that keep the angular position
and the identi cation of each beacon found. This
information is available through the i2c sensor
bus.
Bumping Sensors | Bumping sensors are the last
resort for a mobile robot, in the presence of eminent danger. They detect the collision of the
robot with an obstacle in the environment. In
the soccer application, they can also be used to
sense contact with the ball. Figure 3 presents a
possible location of the bumping sensors around
the vehicle (horizontal plane). These sensors are
made with micro-switches, arranged in a serial
connection, divided in 4 sets of 4 micro-switches.
Proximity Sensor | Proximity sensors are also
based on IR technology. They use the same
IR detector modules of the pose sensor, with
a small modi cation. The modi cation allows
the measure of an analog value proportional to
the object distance (depending on the material
re ectance). The six emitter/receiver pairs are
equidistantly located around the vehicle, pointing outside, in order to detect objects in the near
vicinity. The typical range of this sensor goes
from 20 cm to 2 m.
Bottom Sensor | This is another type of IR-based
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Figure 4: Bottom sensors location.
The working principle of IR sensors (both proximity and bottom) is depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Working principle of IR sensors.

2.3 The Actuators

Each robot has a di erential drive kinematic con guration. This implies that it has two independent
(DC) motors, one for each wheel. The robot speed
and heading are set by independently controlling the
wheels speed. This is done in closed loop, using two
National LM629 motor controller chips. A special
board was built to interface the motor controllers
with the motherboard, through the ISA bus. The

motor controllers have two inputs: the wheels current speed, measured with incremental encoders; and
the velocity set points, established by the central processing unit. The output is a PWM signal and a bit
indicating the direction of rotation for each wheel.
Those signals go to the power ampli er, based on a
LM18200 H-bridge. The motor controller outputs to
the power ampli ers are optically isolated, in order
to prevent malfunctions caused by motor-generated
spikes. As such, the vehicle has two batteries, one for
motor power and the other for the electronics.

2.4 Communications

A wireless RF Ethernet link (WaveCell from Aaron
Tech.) was chosen to support communications
between the robots. The devices work on two
possible switch-selectable frequencies: 2.4GHz and
2.4835GHz. The bandwidth is about 2Mbps, and a
range of 150m is covered, inside an oce environment.

3 Software Architecture

Each robot's software runs under the Linux [1] operating system. The reasons for this choice were:
robustness, lightweight multitasking, scalability, networking facilities, and availability of programming
languages compilers, as well as easy integration of
programming languages (e.g., Lisp and C).
In order to support the robots' custom hardware
(motor controllers, sensors, etc.), kernel-level devices
were developed, except for the i2c driver [14]. The
separation provided by the kernel between device
drivers and user code made their development and
bug tracking less problematic than usual. The design
strategy was to consider these devices as usual UNIX
special les (/dev/*), and communicate with them
via ioctl() system calls [4].
The video frame grabber is handled by third party
software (bttv driver [11]), which provides an API
similar to the one described above. The grabbing
process runs on a frame by frame basis: an appropriate ioctl() call dumps a complete video frame to a
pre-allocated (non-swappable) memory region. The
vision processing code then works on this memory
area.
A set of libraries are provided in order to hide most
of these device handling details from higher level software modules. On top of these libraries, a fairly
platform independent software layer implements a set
of primitives. Examples of primitives may include

avoiding opponents, nding a teammate, ball tracking, forward/backward motion and so on.
The top-level software, which is responsible for each
robots' behavior is implemented in an agent programming language | RUBA | developed by one of the
authors in previous work[13]. Brie y, RUBA is a
language that implements a society of agents, that
communicate between them and with the exterior,
by the means of a blackboard structure. The software underlying RUBA was re-implemented in the
Scheme programming language [2], computationally
lighter and structurally cleaner than the original version, written in Common Lisp. The whole team
is viewed as a single agent society with a common
blackboard (distributed among them, but considered
as being unique). Additionally, each robot has an
individual blackboard (as RUBA supports multiple
blackboards) to handle issues related to it as an individual. In the next section it will be explained how
all these pieces can be put together under a common conceptual framework. The RUBA language is
based on production rules interleaved with state machine (multiple machine states are supported) statements, i.e., the rules can be grouped together in a
speci c state of a state machine. The expressions
that ll the IF, THEN and ELSE elds are essentially
Scheme expressions with the extension to the primitives referred above. This mechanism bridges the
gap between high-level agent programming and speci c robot actions/sensing.

4 Functional Architecture

From a functional standpoint, the whole robot society is composed of functionally heterogeneous robots.
The functional architecture is scalable regarding the
number of robots (or agents) involved. This means
that, when a new robot joins the society, no changes
have to be made to the overall system. The new robot
can have its own capabilities, which are automatically
taken into consideration during the interplay with the
other robots. Even though modular agents working
concurrently are considered, a functional hierarchy is
established comprising three levels: organizational,
relational, and individual. This division was rst established by Drogoul [5, 6]. We interpreted it as follows:

 the organizational level handles contextswitching issues, which are implementable in
RUBA by grouping the rules according to the
environment state;

 the relational level involves cooperation be-

tween robots and behavior speci cation as a
composition of primitives;
 the individual level refers to each robot, encompassing its individual primitives which compose the collective and individual behaviors.
The rest of this section will be devoted to a more
detailed description of each layer in the context of
this work.

4.1 Organizational level

This level deals with the issues unconditionally common to the whole society. In the soccer robotics context, these are:
 the state of the game according to the rules (before kick-o ; in-game; o -side;) and the way the
team must behave to follow them;
 the global strategy of the team (time to repositioning of the team; time to attack; time to
defend;).
These issues involve context-switching. Therefore,
they can be implemented using RUBA's feature of
rule grouping. The rules may be grouped according
to game states. This implies that the system must be
capable of detecting the occurrence of events which
signal state changes.

4.2 Relational level

In a cooperative robotics context, in order to accomplish useful cooperation, relationships between robots
have to be accomplished. This involves an important
characteristic of the agent concept: social ability [15],
meaning that one given agent has to be aware of the
existence of other agents like him, with whom it has
to negotiate. This is where the relational level comes
into play: at this level, groups of agents negotiate and
eventually come to an agreement about some objective (common or not). The issues involving the formation of groups and its disbanding are handled at
this level. The key idea of this process is negotiation
among agents. The blackboard structure provides the
common medium through which the necessary communication circulates.
In any soccer team (human or robotics, hopefully)
this kind of commitments are essential if a fruitful result from teamwork is desired. Therefore it plays a
decisive role as far as net result of the soccer robotic
team is concerned. For instance, if one robot wants

to pass a ball to another player (of the same team,
hopefully), it has to nd someone available and sufciently well positioned. The ball pass is arranged
via a negotiation process, and after an agreement is
reached, the pass is performed. In fact, this is what
happens in human soccer | the eye glimpse between
two soccer players (and several years of experience).
The behavior concept is also introduced at this
level. We de ne behavior as a composition of primitives (see below). Either individual or collective behaviors can be considered. An example of collective
behavior is the ball pass described above. In this
case, assuming that initially the robot possesses the
ball, the behavior primitive would be choose teammate { move to correct pose { shoot the ball for one
robot, and prepare to receive the ball { catch the ball
for the other. Individual behaviors might be that of a
goalkeeper defending its goal (following the ball until
it is too close { shoot the ball { return to the goal) or
that of an attacker continuously following a ball and
shooting when it is close enough.
We claim that most (if not all) individual behaviors
can be based on local perception (e.g., nding the goal
posts, following the ball, avoiding a foe). However,
cooperative behaviors usually require each robot to
be capable of locating itself, so that it can inform the
others of its location. Therefore, pose sensors play an
important role at this level.

4.3 Individual level
This level encapsulates each robot as an entity, comprising all aspects of a robot as an individual. This includes the individual primitives, regardless of whether
they are invoked by the relational level (e.g., path
planning, shoot the ball) or are generated by the robot
itself (e.g. avoid collision).
The individual level is responsible for accomplishing each behavior, running the sense-think-act loop of
its primitives. This involves processing vision (as well
as other sensors) data and driving the motors according to the desired behavior. Behaviors, comprising
individual primitives, are generated at the relational
level. However, there are exceptional cases (e.g., collision avoidance), which demand quick action from
the robot. Under such scenarios, the execution of the
related primitives must be triggered directly at this
level.

5 Preliminary Results and
Conclusions
This paper described implementation and conceptual
issues concerning the development of a society of cooperative mobile robots, with special emphasis on a
case study on robotic soccer.
Currently, our robots are capable of relatively simple behaviors, such as following a ball or defending
the goal, using vision-based sensors. The productionrules-based RUBA language is also operational. We
are now moving towards the development of more
primitives, including those which require information
from sensors other than vision, as well as establishing
the link between rules and primitives, so that behaviors can be speci ed and implemented.
The work has been carried out in a bottom-up fashion, since we believe that many conceptual issues can
be raised from and are strongly constrained by the
actual implementation problems. Nevertheless, the
basic framework described in the paper, concerning
hardware, software and functional architectures, was
de ned in the beginning of the project and has been
essentially kept unchanged so far.
The functional 3-level hierarchical architecture chosen allows the propagation of performance measures,
such as reliability and cost, applicable to the di erent
subsystems involved, helping to decide on-line among
con icting alternatives. This was a research subject
for one of the authors in the past [10] and will be
applied to this work.
The detection of events signaling environment state
changes has been pursued by other researchers in recent years (e.g., [8, 9]) and will also be the subject of
further research by our group, due to its importance
at the organizational level.
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